2020 Workforce Development Scholarship Recipients

Arkansas
Carlton Hodge, National Park College- Build Your Future Scholarship

Arizona
Ruben Martinez, Mesa Community College- Marek Brothers Workforce Development Scholarship

California
Curtis Choi, Associated Builders and Contractors- Alliant Scholarship
Octavio Larios, Associated Builders and Contractors – Southern California- Build Your Future Scholarship

Florida
Levy Nettles, Florida Gateway College- Build Your Future Scholarship

Idaho
Jason Deems, (C.I.T.C) Construction Industry Training Counsel of Washington- Travelers Workforce Development Scholarship
Dylan LaVance, Westcoast Training- Stanley M. Herzog Scholarship

Maine
Logan Pooler, Eastern Maine community college- Build Your Future Scholarship
Adam Bonenfant, Kennebec Valley Community College- Build Your Future Scholarship

North Dakota
Jason Ortiz, North Dakota State College of Science- Build Your Future Scholarship

Nebraska
Brandon Stalker, Metro Community College- Build Your Future Scholarship

New Mexico
Michael Andrade, Central New Mexico Community College- Build Your Future Scholarship

Nevada
Jackson Mendelsohn, Career College of Northern Nevada- Build Your Future Scholarship

Ohio
Tanner Lemley, Hobart Institute of Technology- Marek Brothers Workforce Development Scholarship
Grace Ciminillo Delamotte, Columbus State Community College- Build Your Future Scholarship

Pennsylvania
Shelby Miller, Penn College of Technology- Build Your Future Scholarship

South Dakota
Matthew Hoffman, Mitchell Technical Institution- Build Your Future Scholarship

Texas
Clarissa Phillips, Tarrant County College- Marek Brothers Workforce Development Scholarship

Washington
Sergio Gonzalez, Perry Technical Institute- Stanley M. Herzog Scholarship
Alex Rojas, Perry Technical Institute- Stanley M. Herzog Scholarship